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In a previous paper, the authors proved that any set of representatives of the distinct 1-
dimensional subspaces in the dual code of the unique linear perfect single-error-correcting code
of length (q!1)/(q!1) over GF(q) is a balanced generalized weighing matrix over the
multiplicative group of GF(q). Moreover, this matrix was characterized as the unique (up to
monomial equivalence) weighingmatrix for the given parameters with minimum q-rank.We now
relate these matrices to m-sequences (that is, linear shift register sequences of maximal period) by
giving an explicit description in terms of the trace function; in this way, we show that a simple
modi"cation of our method can be used to obtain the matrices which are given by the &&classical,''
more involved construction going back to Berman. Moreover, further modi"cations of our
matrices actually yield a wealth of monomially inequivalent examples, namely matrices for many
di!erent q-ranks.  2002 Elsevier Science (USA)1. INTRODUCTION
We assume familiarity with some basic facts and notions from coding theory,
design theory, and the theory of linear shift register sequences; see, for instance,
[3, 5, 7}10] for background. In particular, we require the following de"nitions.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let G be a multiplicatively written group. A balanced
generalized weighing matrix BG=(m, k, ) over G is an mm matrix155
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
) with entries from GM :"G0 such that each row of = contains
exactly k nonzero entries, and for every a, b31,2,m, aOb, the multiset
w

w

: 14i4m, w

,w

O0 contains exactly / G  copies of each ele-
ment of G.
DEFINITION 1.2. Two matrices over a "eld F are said to be monomially
equivalent if one is obtainable from the other by permutations of rows and
columns and multiplying rows and columns by nonzero elements from F.
In this paper, we are concerned with the &&classical'' series of balanced
generalized weighing matrices with parameters

q!1
q!1 , q, q!q
over the cyclic group of order q!1, where q is a prime power and d52 an
integer. As we shall see, there is a wealth of monomially inequivalent bal-
anced generalized weighing matrices with these parameters which are distin-
guishable by their rank over GF (q). A general construction yielding in"nite
families of matrices with various ranks will be given in Section 4. These
examples are obtained by applying suitable automorphisms of the cyclic
groupGF(q)* to the matrices which we constructed in our previous paper [6]
by using single-error-correcting perfect codes and which were characterized
as the matrices of minimum q-rank (namely d). In contrast, our new examples
usually have much larger ranks. For the convenience of the reader, we shall
now describe the precise construction from [6].
Recall "rst that the q-ary simplex code S

(q) of length (q!1)/(q!1),
where d52 and q is a prime power, is de"ned as a linear code over GF(q)
with a generator matrix having as columns representatives of all distinct
1-dimensional subspaces of the d-dimensional vector space GF (q). In other
words, S

(q) is the dual code of the unique linear perfect single-error-
correcting code of length (q!1)/(q!1) over GF(q), that is, the q-ary
analogue of the Hamming code.
Result 1.3. Any ((q!1)/(q!1)(q!1)/(q!1))-matrix = with
rows a set of representatives of the (q!1)/(q!1) distinct 1-dimensional
subspaces of S

(q) is a balanced generalized weighing matrix with
parameters
m"q!1
q!1 , k"q, "q!q (1)
over the multiplicative group GF (q)* of GF (q). Moreover, any
balanced generalized weighing matrix M with parameters (1) over GF(q)*
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rank

M4d, (2)
and the equality rank

M"d holds if and only if the matrixM is monomially
equivalent to a matrix = obtained by the preceding construction.
In Section 2, we shall relate the matrices constructed according to Result
1.3 to m-sequences (that is, linear shift register sequences of maximal period);
in fact, we will provide an explicit &&trace description'' of our matrices.
There is also an alternative, more classical construction for balanced
generalized weighing matrices with parameters (1) which goes back to
Berman [2] and uses the a$ne geometry AG(d, q); we will describe this
construction (in di!erent, more standard notation) in Section 3. In our
previous paper [6], we raised the problem of whether or not our perfect code
construction gives the same matrices (up to monomial equivalence) as this
classical construction. As we shall see, this does not hold in a literal sense, but
nevertheless the classical examples can be obtained from our construction by
a very simple modi"cation, namely by replacing each nonzero entry of one of
our matrices by its inverse. This observation serves as motivation to consider
the more general situation where one applies an arbitrary group automor-
phism of GF (q)* to one of our matrices. In Section 4, we shall derive an
explicit formula for the ranks of the resulting BGW-matrices (and hence, in
particular, for that of the classical examples); this will be achieved by exploit-
ing the connection to linear shift register sequences mentioned above. In fact,
we will reduce our problem to a result of Antweiler and BoK mer [1] concern-
ing the linear complexity of powers of trace sequences.
2. A TRACE DESCRIPTION FOR BGW-MATRICES
OF MINIMAL RANK
In this section, we shall provide an explicit trace description of the BGW-
matrices obtained according to Result 1.3. As we pointed out in [6], our
construction actually gives BGW-matrices of a special form, namely -
circulant matrices for a suitable 3GF(q)*. Recall that a matrix
="(w

)
,2,
is called -circulant if it has the following property:
each row of= is obtained from the preceding row by shifting every entry but
the one in the "nal column one position to the right, whereas the entry in the
"nal column is "rst multiplied by  and then the result is put in the "rst
position of the shifted row. Formally, for i"0,2,m!2,
w

"w

for j"0,2,m!2 and w"w .
158 JUNGNICKEL AND TONCHEVWe shall now de"ne a speci"c -circulant matrix and use some basic results
from the theory of linear shift register sequences to prove that it is one of the
BGW-matrices constructed in Result 1.3. To this end, we select a primitive
element  for GF(q ) and put ", where m"(q!1)/(q!1). Then let
= be the -circulant (mm)-matrix with "rst row
w"(w

,2,w)"(Tr, Tr,2, Tr), (3)
where Tr denotes the trace function from GF(q ) to GF (q), that is,
Tr "##2# for 3GF (q).
We proceed to show that the setS formed by the rows of= and their scalar
multiples is the simplex code S

(q) discussed in Section 2, so that= is indeed
one of the BGW-matrices constructed in Result 1.3. We begin by rewriting
= slightly. By the linearity of the trace function and the de"nition of ,
Tr "Tr( )"Tr  "Tr  .
Thus, with v"m(q!1)"q!1,
="
Tr Tr  Tr 2 Tr
Tr	 Tr Tr 2 Tr
Tr	 Tr	 Tr 2 Tr	
	 	 	 	
Tr	 Tr 	 2 2 Tr  .
Note "rst that the rows of= have weight q : As the trace function is onto
and linear, we have altogether q!q nonzero values among the v ele-
ments
(Tr,2, Tr	)"(w, 
w,2, 
w),
where 
"" ; hence these nonzero entries are uniformly distributed
over the q!1 vectors wwith 3GF(q)*. Thus w (and hence each row of=)
indeed contains (q!q)/(q!1)"q nonzero entries. Now our asser-
tion will be obvious if we can show that the matrix= has q-rank d, since the
simplex code is the unique linear code with dimension d, length
(q!1)/(q!1), and weight enumerator 1#(q!1)X over GF (q). The
key to proving this rank assertion without any computational work is the
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columns of the circulant (vv)-matrix C with "rst row
c"(Tr, Tr,2, Tr	)"(w, 
w,2, 
w). (4)
Now c is a well-known object, namely the "rst period of an m-sequence, as
 was chosen as a primitive element for GF(q ); see, for instance, [5, Theorem
6.3.9]. More precisely, the linear feedback shift register of length d with
characteristic polynomial the minimal polynomial of  will produce the
periodic sequence de"ned by c. But this implies that the circulant matrix
C formed by the v shifts of the "rst row c has q-rank d; see [5, Corollary 6.6.4].
Trivially,= then has q-rank at most d. To see that we have equality, we just
note that the m rows of = are pairwise distinct, as the corresponding "rst
m rows of C have this property and as c"(w, 
w,2, 
w). So, since
m'q, necessarily rank

=5d. Thus we have indeed proved the desired
result:
THEOREM 2.1. ¸et  be a primitive element for GF(q) and put ",
where m"(q!1)/(q!1).¹hen the -circulant (mm)-matrix with ,rst row
(Tr, Tr ,2, Tr )
is a balanced generalized weighing matrix with parameters (1) of (minimal)
q-rankd. In particular,= is one of the matrices costructed in Result 1.3 from
the simplex code S

(q).
3. THE RELATION TO THE CLASSICAL CONSTRUCTION
There is a classical construction for balanced generalized weighing matri-
ces with parameters
m"q!1
q!1 , k"q, "q!q
over the multiplicative group GF (q)* of GF (q) which we will now recall; see
[4] and [8] for background. We warn the reader that the notation used here
di!ers from that in [4], where we used 
"/n instead of  as the third
parameter of a BGW-matrix. The construction which we will describe is
actually equivalent to the one given by Berman [2] who seems to have been
the "rst author to construct BGW-matrices with parameters (1), though it
looks somewhat di!erent.
160 JUNGNICKEL AND TONCHEVLet R be the set of elements of GF (q) of trace 1 (relative to GF (q)). Then
R is a classical relative di+erence set with parameters

q!1
q!1 , q!1, q, q
in the cyclic group G"GF(q)* relative to the forbidden subgroup
N"GF (q)*. This means that the list formed by all quotients of the q
members of R, that is
(rs : r, s3R, rOs),
contains no element of N and covers every element in GN exactly q
times. For a proof, see [8, Theorem 2.2.12] or [3, Construction VI.17.3]. Now
the desired BGW-matrices can be constructed as follows.
Result 3.1. Let  be a primitive element of GF (q ), write
m"(q!1)/(q!1) , put", and letR be the set of elements ofGF(q) of
trace 1. De"ne an (mm)-matrixX"(x

)
,2,
with entries in GF (q) as
follows: if there is a (necessarily unique) element r ofR in the cosetN, then
set x

"r, and otherwise set x

"0. Then X is an -circulant BGW-
matrix with parameters (1).
The reader should note that the value of  in Result 3.1 is the inverse of
that used in the construction of Theorem 2.1. Result 3.1 can be derived from
work of the "rst author [4], who proved a considerably more general
theorem, namely that -circulant BGW-matrices over a cyclic group and
cyclic relative di!erence sets are actually equivalent concepts.
Result 3.2. LetN be a cyclic group of order n, and let  be a generator for
N. Then the existence of an -circulant BGW-matrix with parameters
(m, k, ) overN is equivalent to the existence of an (m, n, k, 
)-di!erence set in
the cyclic group G of order v"mn relative to the unique subgroup of order
n (which may, of course, be identi"ed with N), where 
"/n.
In what follows, we will*as a by-product of our arguments*obtain an
alternative, rather di!erent proof for Result 3.1. To do so, we need to make
use of the fact that X is -circulant. This follows directly from the de"nition
of X, just noting that the condition 3RN  is equivalent to
3RN. Thus x

""()"x

for jOm!1,
and x

"x

, as then ())". The case of zero entries is
similar.
In our previous paper [6], we raised the problem of whether our perfect
code construction gives the same matrices (up to monomial equivalence) as
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but nevertheless the classical examples can be obtained from our construc-
tion by a very simple modi"cation. More precisely, we will show that the
matrix X de"ned in Result 3.1 arises from the BGW-matrix= of Theorem
2.1 by replacing each nonzero entry of = by its inverse. As inversion is an
automorphism of the group N, this will indeed yield a further proof for the
fact that X is a BGW-matrix.
To prove our assertion, we just have to rephrase the de"nition ofX in more
explicit terms. As X is -circulant, it su$ces to consider the "rst row of X.
Select any coset N , j"0,2,m!1, and assume "rst Tr "0. Since N
consists of the nonzero scalar multiples of  , any element of this coset has
trace 0; thus RN" and therefore x

"0"Tr  "w

in this case.
Now assume Tr "O0. Then Tr( )"Tr "1 and therefore
3RN. By the de"nition of X, this gives x

""
(Tr  )"w

, as required.
To state the result of this section formally, we use the following notation
(which is analogous to standard notation for group rings). Given any matrix
X with entries from a group (possibly together with a further symbol 0 not in
the group), we denote by X
 the matrix obtained from X by replacing each
entry xO0 by its power x
, where t is any integer. Then the result just proved
reads as follows.
PROPOSITION 3.3. ¸et= be the balanced generalized weighing matrix with
parameters (1) of (minimal) q-rank d constructed in ¹heorem 2.1, and let X be
the -circulant matrix de,ned in Result 3.1. ¹hen X"= ; in particular,
X likewise is a BG=-matrix with parameters (1).
Of course, the preceding result immediately raises the problem of deter-
mining the q-rank of the classical BGW-matrix X"=. It seems clear
that inversion of elements will in general destroy the linearity property of the
minimal rank matrix =, with a few obvious exceptions. Indeed the q-rank
will not change for q44; this is absolutely trivial if q"2 or q"3, and for
q"4 it follows from the observation that inversion here equals squaring,
which is a "eld automorphism of GF(4) and hence respects the 4-rank.
In the next section, we will con"rm the preceding intuitive argument by
obtaining an explicit formula for the q-rank of X. In fact we shall consider a
more general problem and determine the q-rank of all matrices of the form=
.
4. FAMILIES OF MONOMIALLY INEQUIVALENT
BGW-MATRICES
Let= be the balanced generalized weighing matrix with parameters (1) of
(minimal) q-rank d de"ned in Theorem 2.1, and let t be a positive integer in
162 JUNGNICKEL AND TONCHEVthe range 14t4q!2. In this section, we determine the q-rank of all
matrices of the form= 
. Of course, such a matrix is again a BGW-matrix
over N"GF (q)*, provided that t and q!1 are coprime, since the mapping
x>x
 then is an automorphism of the group N. In particular, this holds for
t"q!2 (assuming qO2); note that this power mapping is nothing but the
inversion mapping x>x. In the general case, where t may have a com-
mon factor with q!1, we still get a BGW-matrix; but here= 
 is no longer
de"ned over GF (q)*, but over its subgroup ; of tth powers. So, if
(t, q!1)"d, we obtain a BGW-matrix with parameters (1) over a group
;:


. When ; is not contained in a proper sub"eld of GF (q), the
q-rank clearly is an appropriatemeasure for the complexity of= 
 ; otherwise
it would seem to be more appropriate to speak of the rank with respect to the
smaller "eld (which is, of course, the same as the q-rank then).
THEOREM 4.1. ¸et = be the balanced generalized weighing matrix with
parameters (1) of (minimal) q-rank d de,ned in ¹heorem 2.1, and let t be
a positive integer in the range 14t4q!2. =rite q"p, where p is prime,
and let  

t

p be the p-ary expansion of t (thus 04t

(p for all i). ¹hen
rank

= 
"


d!1#t

d!1  . (5)
Proof. We will argue in a similar way as in Section 2. Again, the key
observation is that the -circulant matrix = 
 is a submatrix of a much
larger circulant matrix. Applying the power mapping x>x
 to the matrices
considered in Section 2, it is clear that = 
 is indeed just the submatrix
formed by the "rst m rows and columns of the circulant matrix C 
 with "rst
row
c
"((Tr)
, (Tr)
,2, (Tr	)
). (6)
Note that the periodic sequences with "rst period c
*which can be thought
of as twisted versions of m-sequences*were studied by Antweiler and BoK mer
[1] who determined their linear complexity ¸ (c
), that is, the shortest length
of a linear feedback shift register capable of producing the sequence c
. Their
result is as follows; see also [5, Theorem 6.8.3] or [8, Theorem 3.2.8] for
proofs.
¸ (c
 )"


d!1#t

d!1  . (7)
Thus we may establish (5) by proving rank

=
"¸(c
). We proceed as
before and note that the circulant matrix C
 formed by the v shifts of the "rst
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 has q-rank ¸ (c
), see [5, Corollary 6.6.4]. Trivially, this implies
rank

=
4¸ (c
). Now we need another result about the linear complexity
which asserts that ¸ (c
 ) also equals the maximum number of linearly
independent vectors among the state vectors
(c


, c


,2, c


),
where ¸"¸(c
); see, for instance [5, Theorem 6.6.2]. An easy estimate using
(7) establishes
¸"


d!1#t

d!1 4
d#p!2
d!1 
4p(m.
This implies that the state vectors (c


, c


,2, c


) are initial subvectors
of the rows of=
 and their scalar multiples. Hence ¸ (c
) is at most equal to
the maximum number of linearly independent vectors among the rows of
=
, establishing the converse inequality rank

=
5¸(c
). 
Specializing Theorem 4.1 to the case t"q!2, where qO2, Theorem 3.3
implies the following rank formula for the classical BGW-matrices of
Result 3.1.
COROLLARY 4.2. ¸et X"="= be the classical balanced gener-
alized weighing matrix with parameters (1) de,ned in Result 3.1. ¹hen, with
q"p,
rank

X"
d#p!3
d!1 
d#p!2
d!1 

. (8)
In particular, the classical BGW-matrix has rank

XOd whenever q55
and is therefore not monomially equivalent to the matrix coming from our
perfect code construction. We conclude this section by noting the following
further consequence of Theorem 4.1.
COROLLARY 4.3. ¸et = be balanced generalized weighing matrix with
parameters (1) of (minimal) q-rank d de,ned in ¹heorem 2.1, and let t be
a positive integer in the range 14t4q!2 satisfying (t, q!1)"1. =rite
q"p, where p is prime. ¹hen the matrix =
 likewise has q-rank equal to
d (and is therefore monomially equivalent to =) if and only if the mapping
x>x
 is an automorphism of GF(q), that is, if and only if t"p for some
integer h.
The results of this section show that the perfect code construction com-
bined with the application of a power map indeed gives a wealth of
164 JUNGNICKEL AND TONCHEVmonomially inequivalent BGW-matrices with speci"ed parameters (1) which
are distinguishable by their q-ranks.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As the results of this paper and its predecessor [6] show, it is possible to
obtain a wealth of monomially inequivalent balanced generalized weighing
matrices (including the classical examples coming from a$ne geometry via
relative di!erence sets) in an extremely simple uni"ed way which only uses
trivial manipulations over the underlying "eld GF(q). In contrast, our proofs
and the standard version of the classical construction as well as the explicit
trace description given in Section 2 all require the use of the extension "eld
GF(q) and, in fact, even a primitive element for this "eld. We note that the
construction of primitive elements (or, equivalently, primitive polynomials) is
a nontrivial problem; in fact, no polynomial algorithm achieving this is
known. Also, the computations required by either the trace description of
Section 2 or the classical construction of Section 3 are considerably more
involved than the construction using the simplex code, even after a primitive
polynomial has been speci"ed.
We also point out that there exist further examples of inequivalent BGW-
matrices with parameters (1). For instance, in our previous paper [6] we
exhibited an example with parameters (85, 64, 48) and rank 16 over GF (4).
Clearly such a matrix is not equivalent to one of the matrices constructed
here, since all automorphisms of the group GF (4)* are actually automor-
phisms of the "eld GF (4). In our opinion, it will be an interesting problem to
construct further families of monomially inequivalent matrices by using
other, more elaborate methods.
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